
The intention of my performance is to present a story which engages with and challenges 
audience members and their definitions of ‘truth’, through showcasing my skills and abilities as 
an actor to develop a character and create and maintain a compelling actor-audience 
relationship. I have learned through my experiences in Drama that my strengths lie in acting, 
and I am confident that I can create a thought-provoking piece with the skills I have learned and 
developed. 
 
Through the development of the character Catherine, I have considered her internal dialogue, 
past self, relationships and motivations to create truthfulness in my portrayal of her and respect 
the realism within the play. The entire play is about truth, so while developing the character that 
is what I have focused on the most. I aim to initially evoke questioning within the audience as to 
whether or not Catherine is telling the truth. To do so I must bring her motivations to the 
forefront to take the audience on an emotional journey. By my character drawing on her looks 
and seductiveness, a barrier will be created between myself and the audience that can later be 
broken down as her defences deteriorate and she succumbs to her trauma. 
 
Through reading the play I understood the ideas of homosexuality, lobotomy and cannibalism 
that are explored, and through research I discovered Tennessee Williams’ personal 
relationships with these topics - he himself was a homosexual and his sister was lobotomised 
when she was young. To present these ideas in an era that alienated them, Williams drew from 
expressionism and magical realism to create a strangely familiar environment for the audience. 
 
I hope that by honing my skills as an actor I will be able to successfully manipulate the elements 
of drama to provide the audience with a thought-provoking experience of their meaning of ‘truth’, 
as well as challenge ideas surrounding identity and relationships. 


